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ART. IV.—Horn Childe and the Battle on Stainrnoor. By 
T. E. CASSON, B.A., B.Litt. 

Read at Penrith, July 7th, 1936. 

THERE are at least three papers on the battle of 
 Stainmoor, which have been communicated to the 

Transactions of this Society. The first is a communication 
made by the Rev. T. Lees at a meeting in 1881, in which 
the Rev. Canon Simpson read a paper on " Maiden Castle, 
and Reycross Stainmoor " (printed in the Transactions, 
o.s., Vol. v). The second is a paper by the Rev. Thomas. 
Lees, entitled " Something about the Reycross on Stain-
moor " (Transactions, o.s., Vol. ix, 1888), and the third is 
the late Mr. W. G. Collingwood's paper on the " Traditions. 
and History of the Battle of Stainmoor " (Transactions,. 
N.S., Vol. ii, 1902). In this paper, I shall offer some 
remarks on the conclusions hitherto reached by members. 
of the Society in these communications. 

The speech of Mr. Lees reported in 1881, and his paper 
read in 1888, give a brief analysis of the romance " Horn 
Childe," and offer the suggestion that Melkinthorpe, the 
name of a township in Lowther parish, may record the 
name of King Malkan, mentioned in the poem, and mark 
his camping ground on the way to the battle of Stainmoor.. 
Mr. Collingwood's paper advances the argument that the 
Reycross on Stainmoor is a memorial of a battle in which 
Erik Bloodaxe fell, and that a battle described in the poem 
" Horn Childe " is this battle (dated hypothetically 954). 

Professor W. G. Collingwood supports his theory by the 
contention that Hatheolf, mentioned in " Horn Childe, 
is Eadulf, or Adolph, a near ancestor of Oswulf, the Anglian 
ruler of Bamborough. He suggests tentatively that 
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Winwald, a king mentioned in " Horn Childe," may stand 
for Eric Bloodaxe, and that the name " might mean 
" Ruler of his Friends," or something of the sort.". And 
he arrives at the conclusion that in the poem we have a 
tradition of the battle in which Eric fell, much distorted 
though it be by the mist of tradition. Very diffidently 
as I speak, it does not seem to me that Professor Colling-
wood has entirely established his position. 

The disability under which Mr. Lees and Mr. Colling-
wood appear to labour is, that they have not taken into 
account the poem of " Horn Childe " as a whole, nor have 
they considered " Horn Childe " in relation to its im-
portant variants " King Horn " and " Horn et Rimen-
hild." I beg, therefore, in the first place, to submit to 
you a complete analysis of " Horn Childe." 

Hatheolf, we are told, was one of two kings, who wielded 
all England. He held all that was north of Humber. He 
had one son Horn. In Horn's childhood, Hatheolf sought 
out eight children, to be fostered with Horn and to learn 
to ride—Hatherof, Tebaude, Athelston, Gariis, Winwold, 
Wihard, Wicard and Wikel. Hatheolf employed Arlaund, 
who was skilled in hunting, hornblowing and chess, to 
teach these children. 

An army invaded England from Denmark, and brought 
their prey to " Cliffland by Tees side." Hatheolf gathered 
an army within a fortnight ; and they were marshalled on 
Alerton Moor. They then rode forward to Cliffland. 
They fought from morning to evening; and the Danes were 
all slain. Their bones may yet be seen by Saint Sibyl's 
Kirk. Hatheolf dubbed sixty knights, as a reward; 
and built churches to sing for the dead. Hatheolf then 
hunted on " Blakeowe Moor," held a feast at Pickering,. 
and rode on to York, whither Arlaunde brought him his 
son Horn. 

Hatheolf gave to the eight children who were with Horn 
the lands of their fathers, who had been slain in the battle 
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on Tees side; and made them swear an oath of fealty to 
Horn. 

At the end of six months, three kings invaded England 
from Ireland. These were Ferwele, Winwald and Malkan. 
" All Westmorland destroyëd they " ; and word came at 
Whitsuntide to Hatheof on his dais at York. Within 
eleven days Hatheof's host gathered to him, and rode to 
Stainmoor—" the barons of great might." 

The " Irish host was long and broad "; but "hende 
Hatheolf them abode " ; and in a short space sixty 
thousand were laid low. King Hatheof slew with his own 
hand two kings of Ireland. King Malkan, however, 
" stiked his steed "; and the Irish came about him on foot, 
like " hounds round a bear." King Hatheof, however, 
slew five thousand. The Irish drew back and stoned 
Hatheof, and broke his leg and knee; and thereupon King 
Malkan smote him to the heart. He then cut off Hatheof's 
hand, to get his sword from him. So King Malkan 
" won the prize "; but he took away only thirteen men, 
sore wounded. 

An Earl of Northumberland, hearing of this, seized into 
his own hand all the country south to the Humber. 
Arlaunde then got him away. " Far south in England " 
was a king Houlac, and Arlaunde entrusted Horn to him. 
By the time he was fifteen, Horn's fame had spread widely. 

" There was no knight in England 
That might a dint stand of his hand." 

Houlac's daughter, Rimneld, fell in love with him. 
Rimneld sent for Horn, and gave him a black steed and 
a horn, 

" Horn," she said, " is thy name; 
An horn I shall give thee ane." 

It was of ivory, richly gemmed, with a golden baldric. 
She gave him a sword also, made by Weland. 

Horn won the tournament, and took Rimneld for 
his love. Tebaud and Winwald went beyond sea; and 
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returned no more. Gariis and Atherton went to Brittany. 
Hatherof and Wiard were knighted. 

Wigard and Wikel plotted to destroy Horn ; and 
accused him to Houlac of betraying Rimnild. Houlac 
threatens to draw Horn with wild horses and hang him on 
the gallows, unless he flees. Rimnild gives Horn a magic 
ring, and promises to wait seven years for him. 

Horn took the name of Gúdebounde, and came to Wales. 
He overthrew Sir Elidan, King of Snowdon, and took 
service with him, for a thousand pounds a year. A letter 
arrived from King Elidan's son, King Finlawe or Finlak 
of Ireland, begging help against King Malkan. 

Horn landed at Yolkil. King Malkan had all Ireland. 
King Elidan was prevented by wind and sea from landing; 
but Horn and Finlac engaged King Malkan, and Horn 
slew Malkan, and took from him the sword of his father 
Hatheof, of which the name was Blavain. Finlak gave 
Horn Malkan's lands, 

" Both tower and town. 
Earls, barons, everich one 
In Ireland was there none, 

That no come to his sumoun." 
Horn, however, was wounded, and was healed by King 

Finlac's daughter, Acula. Acula falls in love with Horn. 
" Whether she sees him ride or go, 

Her thought her heart brake in two." 
Horn, however, looked at his ring, and the hue was 

changed. The seven years were up. 
Horn sailed over the grey flood with a hundred knights, 

and, landing in England, found a man in beggar's dress. 
This is Wiard, sent out to tell him that Rimnild is to 
marry Moging that day. Horn takes Wiard's beggar's 
dress, meets Moging or Moioun, and goes into the castle. 

" The trumpets blew, the gleemen played, 
The bishops had the grace i-said." 

The bride serves the drink; and Horn leaves his ring 

D 
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within the cup. Rimnild swoons and is carried to her 
chamber. At the tournament Horn enters with a hundred 
knights, overthrows King Moioun, slays the traitor 
Wigard and blinds Wigles. Moioun withdraws, Horn weds 
Rimnild; and Houlac gives him half his lands. Five 
days they feast. Then Horn sends east and west, and 
summons a host to win back his father's lands in North-
umberland. 

" When Thorbrand heard this, 
That Horn to land y-comen is,"— 

here the poem breaks off, and we know no more. 
Neither do we know who Thorbrand is, though presumably 
he is the Earl of Northumberland who had seized all 
Hatheolf's lands as far as the Humber. 

So much for " Horn Childe "—a poem famous still in 
the days of Chaucer. 

With regard to " Horn Childe " itself, I have but one 
criticism to make on Prof. Collingwood's theory. Prof. 
Collingwood's learning, imagination and ardour stand 
unchallenged. But is this a poem, even in the details as 
to the battle on Stainmoor, a poem on Eric Bloodaxe ? 
I cannot think that it is. 

My objection is not a question of learning. It is an 
aesthetic objection. Eric Bloodaxe is a great legendary 
and historic figure, the son of Harold Fairhair and 
Ragnhild the Mighty, his wife the famous witch wife 
Gunnhild won from the Finnish wizards, himself chanted 
into Valhalla by the great skaldic chant after he fell in 
battle. I believe Prof. Collingwood's imagination to have 
been so intrigued by the romantic figure of Eric Bloodaxe 
that he was determined to get him into this battle on 
Stainmoor in " Horn Childe " at all costs. And for the 
same reason I would keep him out. At any rate, Eric 
Bloodaxe seems to be far too great a personage to be 
identified with Winwald. Winwald is recorded by name 
in one line only, 
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" Ferwele and Winwald were there too " ; 
and is afterwards dismissed in the lines, 

" King Hatheolf slew with his hand, 
That was comen out of Ireland, 

Two kingës that tide." 
That is, of the three kings, King Malkan alone survives 

and goes back to Ireland. And it is he who is a major 
person in the story, not Winwald. He returns to Ireland, 
with Hatheof's sword, and is pursued by Horn and slain, 
and the sword is taken from him. But Malkan cannot be 
Eric. For Eric, ex hypethesi, is to be slain on Stainmoor. 

Difficulties still greater are encountered, when we come 
to consider the variants of the story of Horn. Beside 
Horn Childe, there are also " King Horn " and a version in 
French, " Horn et Rimenhild." Critical opinion believes 
that none of these three is the prototype of the others. 
Each of the three is an independent version of an original 
story, dating back to an undetermined period. The 
opinion of Hall, the editor of the poem in the O.U. Press 
edition, is : 

" The story is based on events which actually occurred 
in the south-west of England during the English conquest. 
It is represented in direct line, though transferred to 
another period and much enlarged, by the Southern 
version, " King Horn." It was carried to the North 
somewhere about the time when the Norsemen of the 
Continent combined with their allies from Ireland to harry 
the north country, and was strongly modified to suit the 
local circumstances. " Horn Childe " is the direct 
representative of this Northern version." 

According to Dr. Caro, the poem " Horn Childe," as we 
have it, is " a copy made by a Southern scribe in the first 
quarter of the fourteenth century from the original written 
in the Northern area near the East-Midland border." 
That is, according to this theory, " Horn Childe " was 
written somewhere in South Yorkshire. 
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The French version, " Horn et Rimenhild " was written 
by an author who gives his name as Mestre Thomas. 
Whether he was the author of a fragmentary version of 
" Tristan " also, is undetermined. According to Hall, 
this poem " courtly, feudal, theological, reflects the feeling 
of the thirteenth century, and bears the strong impress of 
its author's personality." 

In considering, therefore, whether these three versions 
narrate any historical event, we are met by the fact that 
each of the versions differs from the others in the names it 
assigns to the characters. Thus the " Hatheolf " of 
" Horn Childe " becomes in " King Horn " Murry or Allof, 
and in " Horn et Rimenhild " " Aaluf " or " Aalof." 
King Houlac of " Horn Childe " is in " King Horn " 
Almair, in " Horn et Rimenhild " Hunlaf. Arlaund in 
H.C. is in K.H. Ailbrus or Athelbrus, in H.R. Herlant. 
Acula is in K.H. Reynild, in H.R. Lemburc. Finlak is in 
K.H. Thurston and in H.R. Gudereche. Moging or 
Moioun becomes in K.H. Modi, in H.R. Modin. 

These divergencies very considerally increase the 
difficulty o f identifying the characters of the poems with 
actual historical personages. A character who appears 
in one historical set in " Horn Childe " may appear in 
another group in the other poems. Thus " Thurston " 
in K.H., who corresponds to Finlak in H.C., has been 
identified by Prof. W. P. Ker as Thorstein the Red. 
Again, the Danes of H.C. are spoken of in K.H. as Saracens. 
This is a common feature of the Chroniclers, being due no 
doubt to the Crusades. But not only so. In H.R., 
Mestre Thomas announces that there is a sequel to Horn, 
namely, the adventures of Hadermod, Horn's son, which 
will be continued by the author's son, Gillimot. In this 
part, Hadermod is to invade Africa and exact vengeance 
from the Saracens who have overrun England. Here we 
seem to be in the region of Ariosto. 

What then is the inference to be drawn from these 
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divergencies ? Two solutions are possible. The first is 
that these poems may be pure romance and have no 
reference to historic fact. " Horn Childe " may be such 
a poem as Scott's " Harold the Dauntless," in which an 
Adolf of Bamborough, King of Northumberland, appears, 
but which seems to have no foundation in history. 

The second solution is that the story of " Horn Childe " 
has a historic basis. In support of this, it may be noted 
that the kindred romance " Havelock the Dane " in-
dubitably refers to Olaf Cuaran. Havelock is Cuaran; 
for we have a lay of Havelock in which this is explicitly 
stated. " Cuaran," however, is explained by the romances 
as a " cook " and not as " the man with the brogues," 
which is the etymology of modern scholars. 

In considering " Horn Childe," it should be carefully 
noted that, not only are the descriptions of the battles at 
Cliffland on Tees and on Stainmoor omitted in " King 
Horn," but there is nothing corresponding to them sub-
stituted from southern history. " Horn Childe " stands 
out as a poem remarkably northern both in incident and 
locality. K.H. has nothing like its insistence on place-
names. Indeed, neither has " Sir Gawaine and the 
Grene Knight," nor the " Auntirs of Arthur at Tarn 
Wathelyn," though each has been ascribed to a northern 
author. H.C. is the work of a man of very vivid northern 
personality. 

This makes it the more incumbent on us of the North 
country to note this author as peculiarly our own. And 
it makes it the more likely that he does refer to actual 
historical events. Who Horn was, or even Hatheolf, or 
again Rimnild or Finlak, I cannot pretend to say. But 
truth requires me to witness that I cannot find Eric 
Bloodaxe in the drama. 

That is not to say, that the original story of the drama 
may not have been the battle on Stainmoor, in which Eric 
was slain. It may, and the persons may have changed 
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their names and, to a great degree, their characters. But 
not even the ghost of Eric is now apparent. 

On the other hand, there is one further piece of evidence 
to be taken into account. Hector Boece tells us that the 
cross on Stainmoor was set up by William the Conqueror 
and Malcolm Canmore, to mark the boundaries of England 
and Scotland. As Stewart, in his rhymed version of 
Boece, says : 

" Of this condition I sali to yow sa ; 
That all the land fra Stanemare inwart la 
North onto Tweid, without any ganestand, 
All Cumbria and also Westmureland, 
This king Malcolme suld haif in pease and rest, 
For euirmoir withoutin ony molest ; 
Makand thairfoir aith of fidelitri 
To this William and his posteritie. 
Into Stanemure ane cors of stane was set, 
Quhair the marchis of thir tua kingis met ; 
And on the cors, as ye sali understand, 
Tua crownit kinges with sceptour in to hand 
Depanetit wes richt properlie that tyde ; 
The king of Scotland on the northmest syde, 
The king of Ingland also on the uther, 
Haldand thair faces euerlik ane fra uther, 
I wait nocht wiell quhither on fit or hors, 
Quhilk ay sensyne was callit the Re-cors." 

Boece wrote in the 15th century; but the author of 
H.C. wrote in the 13th. But during those centuries the 
legend persisted that it was Malcolm who was associated 
with Stanemoor. 

Besides Malcolm Canmore, another Malcolm, King of 
Scotland, fought on the Tees, " In 949-5o," says the 
D.N.B., " when Olaf Sictricson (i.e. Olaf Cuaran) made a 
last attempt to restore the Danish power in Northumbria 
the Scots made a foray to the Tees, carrying away captive 
many men, as well as cattle." 
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I cannot venture to identify all the characters of " Horn 
Childe " with historic personages. But it would appear 
possible that the rhymer, hearing a tradition of Malcolm 
at Stainmoor, has woven the story round that incident. 
That he was Scots or Irish was possibly a matter of in-
difference to romance. Whether Horn was the Orm who 
settled at Ormside, and whether the cup in York Museum, 
taken from Ormside, is the cup given to Horn by Rimnild, 
is a conjecture too hazardous for me to advance as worth 
credulity. In the poem, at any rate, Horn became king 
of all England after the death of Houlac. " Dust in dust 
are the bones of kings." 

As to the author of " Horn Childe," Sir Walter Scott 
says he was Thomas the Rhymer of Erceldoune. If he had 
said Thomas the Rhymer of Kendale, he would have been 
nearer the mark by many miles. 
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